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Abstract: This study focuses on a robot vision localization method for coping with the operational task of
automatic nasal swab sampling. The application is important in the detection and epidemic prevention of Corona
Virus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) to alleviate the large-scale negative impact of individuals suffering from pneumonia
owing to COVID-19. In this method, the idea of a hierarchical decision network is used to consider the strong
infectious characteristics of the COVID-19, which is followed by processing the robot behavior constraint condition.
The visual navigation and positioning method using a single-arm robot for sampling is also planned, which
considers the operation characteristics of medical staff. In the decision network, the risk factor for potential
contact infection caused by swab sampling operations is established to avoid the spread among personnel. A robot
visual servo control with artificial intelligence characteristics is developed to achieve a stable and safe nasal swab
sampling operation. Experiments demonstrate that the proposed method can achieve good vision positioning for
the robots and provide technical support for managing new major public health situations.
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0 Introduction

Corona Virus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) not only
presents a high infectivity but also a high conceal-
ment, which causes human respiratory symptoms or
the development of pneumonia. Moreover, COVID-19
is constantly mutating, and the variants also have a
certain infectivity for individuals who have been vac-
cinated. Therefore, the COVID-19 pneumonia signifi-
cantly threatens the health of individuals and interferes
with the nominal living conditions for most at a global
scale[1-3]. Simultaneously, effective detection and pre-
vention of this pandemic has become an important re-
search topic. For the existing prevention and treatment
of the COVID-19 pneumonia, the use of nasal or throat
swabs to obtain nucleic acid detection samples of the
tested population is the main method for diagnosis[4-6].
However, because the COVID-19 is mainly transmit-
ted through respiratory foam and close contact, medi-
cal personnel will inevitably contact patients during the
process of collecting nucleic acid test samples for med-
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ical diagnosis and treatment. There is a potential risk
of viral infection among medical workers, which may
cause disease transmission. Therefore, relevant scien-
tific research institutions have attempted to use robot
technology for the prevention, detection, diagnosis, and
medical care of this infectious disease[7-8].

Because numerous repeated nucleic acid detection
tests are often required for prevention, which is criti-
cal for controlling the COVID-19 pneumonia, a signif-
icant and boring workload is assigned to the relevant
medical staff and recording errors may occur due to
personnel fatigue. Therefore, the University of South-
ern Denmark has developed the first robotic system in
the world for the detection of the COVID-19. The de-
vice uses 3D printing technology to manufacture swabs
for obtaining test samples, in addition to using mod-
ular devices and open-source programmable functions.
This system can achieve convenient, efficient, and low-
cost automated nucleic acid screening with throat swab
samples. Shanghai Jiao Tong University designed a
liquid sample processing system integrated with robot
modules, which can accurately detect several biologi-
cal samples and effectively reduce the labor intensity
of personnel to improve the efficiency of task comple-
tion while reducing the physical loss. The first gen-
eration of the semi-automatic throat swab acquisition
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robot was developed by Shenyang Institute of Automa-
tion, Chinese Academy of Sciences, and the First Af-
filiated Hospital of Guangzhou Medical University, for
which preliminary biological sample collection experi-
ments were conducted. The system integrates a type of
snake-like manipulator, equipped with binocular endo-
scopes that can display high-definition 3D visual scenes
and can perform real-time remote interactive opera-
tions with human-computer communication through a
wireless transmission function. It can conduct safe sam-
pling tasks rapidly and effectively by sensing the con-
tact force between the equipment and pharyngeal tis-
sue, which improves the quality of the throat swab sam-
ples and avoids possible errors in the test results[9]. The
research team from Tsinghua University has developed
a navigation and positioning device for the automatic
swab test system, where a Cartesian robot was used for
the testing of nucleic acid samples, and a mechanical
arm with 6 degrees of freedom (DOFs) with a holder
can load and unload the pharyngeal swabs. The system
also has the ability to perceive touch, obtains depth in-
formation, and achieves multi-modal data processing,
which enables the safe collection of nucleic acid test
samples to be completed[10].

Nasal swab sampling is also a common method for the
prevention and control of COVID-19, which is similar to
that used for pharyngeal swabs[11-13]. Both of them re-
quire obtaining mucus samples from human respiratory
channels. However, the difference is that the locations
of the samples are different. Compared with the throat
position of throat swab sampling, the nose position is
occasionally more appropriate for nucleic acid detec-
tion samples. For example, researchers have designed a
small rope-tendon-driven snake-shaped soft robot arm
that can be used for nasal surgery. The length and
curvature of the bending part of the soft robot are con-
trolled using rope tendon drive. This method expands
the working space of the robot and enhances the dex-
terity of movement. Furthermore, it also has an ad-
justable structural stiffness, which is conducive to per-
forming operational tasks in the narrow nasal cavity for
the test[14]. Other researchers have developed a simi-
lar nasal swab collection robot with a remote operation
function. The system included two master control de-
vices and a slave device. One master control device was
used to control the telescopic movement of the swab,
and the other was used to control the movement state of
the end-effector of the slave hand and adjust the spatial
attitude of the swab. The 6-DOF parallel mechanism
at the end of the hand device can move freely within a
limited space range and effectively achieves non-contact
swab sampling of respiratory diseases. This function is
available based on combining the force sensor and visual
perception[15].

Owing to the new situation in which COVID-19 virus
is changing globally, researchers in various countries not
only update the detection equipment, but also improve
the epidemic prevention and nucleic acid sample anal-
ysis by using the artificial intelligence theory[16-18]. For
example, researchers from Jilin University have used
medical imaging technology to obtain high-dimensional
image information that is not easily perceived visu-
ally from computed tomography (CT), and used in-
depth learning method to train the data of pulmonary
ground glass lesions caused by the novel coronavirus
pneumonia. The results can then combine clinical fea-
tures to achieve an auxiliary diagnosis with artificial
intelligence characteristics[19]. Northeastern University
proposed a robust segmentation mask region convolu-
tional neural network (R-CNN) algorithm for a pha-
ryngeal swab automatic sampling robot system, which
can obtain sufficient available data based on the origi-
nal image dataset. The oral images were combined with
the augmentation method, which can perform reason-
able image segmentation and extract accurate sample
acquisition and positioning areas. The results can pro-
vide reliable guidance for robots to test nucleic acid
pharyngeal swabs[20].

On the other hand, the use of robot technology
can achieve numerous high-speed nucleic acid detection
tasks, which is conducive to alleviating the fatigue of
medical personnel during work and is also convenient
for the accurate recording of test results. Currently, rel-
evant scientific research institutions have globally eval-
uated the application of robots in the actual epidemic
prevention process and proved that the corresponding
technical scheme can obtain certain beneficial results,
which is feasible and effective, and has the potential for
continuous improvement. Therefore, the use of robot
technology combined with the machine learning the-
ory for nucleic acid detection sample collection can ef-
fectively reduce the risk of COVID-19 transmission in
hospitals, which can effectively protect the health and
safety of all individuals and help improve the detection
efficiency. The prevention and control of COVID-19
and other similar infectious diseases is critical.

To solve the problem of determining the mouth posi-
tion of the detected person when using the throat swab
sampling robot, Shenyang University of Technology
used an improved convolutional neural network model
for image processing, which was combined with the
multi-scale feature fusion method to improve the seg-
mentation performance of the learning network. This
method can effectively obtain valuable feature data and
provide accurate positioning information for the throat
swab sampling robot[21].

This study primarily focuses on the problem of visual
localization of a nasal swab sampling robot.
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1 Kinematics and Hierarchical Decision

Herein, the geometric background of the product of
exponential (POE) formula is presented and relevant
properties are introduced. Different types of robots have
various mechanical structures. The kinematic models
used to represent robots have different methods for for-
mulating them, for example, the Denavit-Hartenberg
(DH), POE, and complete and parametrically contin-
uous (CPC) modeling technique[22-23]. Every model
has different advantages during kinematic analysis. For
example, the DH model is easy to understand and is
widely used, the POE formula is singularity-free, and
the CPC model is a modification of the standard para-
metrically continuous DH model. The most widely used
method is the DH model, which formulates the kine-
matic equations of robots based on a homogeneous ma-
trix transformation (HMT)[24]. Certain modifications
to the standard DH convention can avoid discontin-
uous situations when consecutive joint axes are par-
allel or near parallel, for example, the CPC modeling
technique[25-26]. Studies have investigated other system-
atic methods in order to construct kinematic models.
The Lie algebra and group theory can be used to repre-
sent the pose of the end-effector despite the geometrical
meaning being obscured. The POE formula can avoid
the singularity problem during the pose control of the
robot. This advantage has attracted the attention of
several researchers investigating calibration procedures
by employing the POE formula. Park and Okamura[22]

first developed a formulation in order to relate kine-
matic errors to end-effector errors for serial chain ma-
nipulator calibrations.

It is necessary to make the basic assumption that the
links of the serial robot are rigid, and the formulation
of the robotic kinematic equations contains only geo-
metrical parameters. This indicates that the functions
used to calculate the pose of the end effector are based
on the joint parameters and kinematic structure of the
manipulator.

The POE formula describes the forward kinematic
equations of a serial robot by using two frames. The
first frame is the base frame {S}, xi, yi, zi are the cor-
responding axes, and θi is the corresponding rotation
angle. The second frame is the tool frame {T}, xia, yia,
zia are the corresponding axes, and θia is the rotation
angle. In addition, q̂i is the dual quaternion represen-
tation of {S}; q̂f is the dual quaternion representation
of {T}. This study mainly considered a serial robot.
The base frame {S} was attached to the position of the
basement of the surgical robot, and the tool frame {T}
was attached to the end-effector of the surgical robot.
Figure 1 shows a schematic of the joint frames: i rep-
resents the joint i, and “a” represents the actual pose
of the joint i.

Subsequently, the forward kinematic equations of an
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Fig. 1 Schematic of joint frames

n-DOF serial robot are given as follows:

g =
n∏

i=1

exp(ξ̂iqi) exp(ξ̂stqst), (1)

ξ̂i =

[
ω̂i ν̂i

0 0

]
, (2)

where, νi = [ν1i ν2i ν3i]T ∈ R
3, ν̂i is the column

matrix form of νi, ωi = [ω1i ω2i ω3i]T ∈ R
3, ω̂i is

the skew-symmetric matrix, and ω̂i ∈ so(3); qi means
the angle of the joint i, and exp(ξ̂stqst) is the initial
transformation from the tool frame to the base frame.

Considering completing the kinematics of the robot
system, not only does it conduct the motion control
operation of the robot but also performs the visual
servo control. This hierarchical decision can expand
the adaptability of a robot while performing different
task operations. A robot system with a visual func-
tion may acquire dynamic images during the process of
target positioning. It can quickly process image data
and obtain the target feature information when the
camera has an appropriate frame rate. Then, it can
form control instructions according to the structural
characteristics of the robot to realize target positioning
in a three-dimensional space. The speed of the vision
system while acquiring image information and process-
ing the algorithm affects the performance of the robot.
The position information of the human nostrils can be
modified by stable control decisions and algorithms.
The target area is then acquired using this appropriate
method. Furthermore, according to the requirements
of the robot system to realize target positioning, the
control target of the robot visual servo system can be
studied by combining it with the hierarchical decision
method, as shown in Fig. 2.

The status variable set of the person’s face target
is Xp

t , including the spatial location of the target yt,
speed vt, damping coefficient dt and other interference
coefficients kt. Herein, t is time slice and

Xp
t = [yT

t vT
t dT

t kT
t ]T. (3)
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Visual system observation
image information

Determination of target pose with
sampling and positioning device

Robot status
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Fig. 2 Schematic of hierarchical decision

Generally, it can be considered that the current state
of the target at the time t in the physical space does not
depend too much on the actual state of the target before
the time t. However, to locate the target, the hand-eye
system needs to be able to predict the target. Using
the characteristics of the target with Markov attributes,
the target state in a finite time slice can be selected to
infer the target characteristics of the future time slice
t + 1, that is to obtain the state variable set Xp

t+1.
The robot vision localization method is included in the
hierarchical decision of the robot control system. The
static positioning information of the nostrils when the
robot samples nasal swabs is the main consideration
for safety. The robot will stop if there is an instinctive
reaction of shaking the head slightly during nasal swab
sampling of one person. However, the robot can restart
the procedure if the vision system captures the action
of the person in a predetermined range of view.

When the observation target entered the field of view,
Gaussian estimation was performed based on the range
of the region in the image coordinate system, and the
observation error was introduced into the observation
equation.

Dynamic Bayesian network is combined to analyze
and predict the motion state of the target:

P (xp
t+1|xp

t ) = N(μx, σ2
x), (4)

P (yt+1|xp
t , yt) = N(μy, σ2

y)N(μx, σ2
x), (5)

where, xp
t is the status variable of each component;

P (xp
t+1|xp

t ) is the transfer model of the status variable
Xp

t ; P (yt+1|xp
t , yt) is the conditional probability tran-

sition model of the status variable Xp
t and observable

evidence variable yt; N(μx, σ2
x) and N(μy, σ2

y) are the
corresponding normal distribution functions.

With a continuous time slice, the dynamic network
is spread out to observe the complete tracking sequence
of the robot system. The vision system provides state
information of the target and predicts the state of the
target in the next time slice. The robot system con-
trols the manipulator to approach the space area where
the nostril region is located according to the prediction
results and realizes a safe approach movement. Fur-
thermore, the feasible motion space regions from the
end effector of the robot to the target are divided into

n classes. In each class, the trajectory of the manipu-
lator is not unique. After the robot obtains the target
information from the vision system, the process of con-
trolling the manipulator to perform the approach action
begins at its initial state, from the k-class space region
to the specified pose.

2 System Structure of Nasal Swab Sam-
pling Robot

According to the operation characteristics of medi-
cal personnel in the process of epidemic prevention and
control, a single-arm robot was used to simulate the
movement of human arms to assist in the preservation
or transfer of samples into test tubes.

First, kinematic model of a single-arm robot system
is established. In the actual operation of nucleic acid
collection, on the one hand, it is necessary to consider
the reasonable relative position and orientation differ-
ence between the robot and the detected person to avoid
personal injury. However, it is also necessary to coor-
dinate the motion state between the manipulator and
the detected person to achieve accurate visual position-
ing and ensure the quality of sampling. At this time,
the visual feedback information can be processed us-
ing artificial intelligence, and the robot can obtain an
accurate positioning of the detection target. A hierar-
chical network can be established to safely determine
the hand-eye coordination operation method.

As shown in Fig. 3, the sampling system consists of
a single-arm robot and a vision system. One Franka
robot was used for the study, and the system model of
a single-arm robot was established as the first step.

Camera
Franka robot

Nasal swab

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of nasal swab sampling robot
system

The Franka robot is a flexible, sensitive, and intel-
ligent lightweight 7-axis robot with precise force con-
trol. The camera is a CCD vision system that can be
connected to the robot control laptop by the USB port,
and the camera function is programmed using OpenCV.
The control system can be connected to the computer,
and it also opens the underlying C++ interface and a
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stable secondary development platform.
Considering that the visual positioning effect of the

robot system affects the control quality in the opera-
tion process, a hierarchical network is constructed and
combined with the utility function to achieve the visual
servo operation with a decision-making ability to im-
prove the adaptability of the hand-eye robot system to
an external changeable environment. Furthermore, the
localization accuracy can be improved. On the premise
of meeting the safe interaction between the robot sys-
tem and the person, it can accurately determine the
sampling position and perform the sampling operation.

3 Experiment and Analysis

In order to verify the effectiveness of the nasal swab
sampling robot system and aforementioned hierarchical
decision method, a real experiment was conducted on
the serial robot. The experiment contained a single-arm
redundant robot, Franka, and an RGB camera mounted
at the sixth joint of the robot. The camera could ob-
serve the nasal swab clamped by the robot. The kine-
matics was established during the experiment, and the
robot system was controlled by a computer.

Figure 4 shows the nose model used in the experi-
ment, which was printed using a 3D printer. This model
has a nominal human size and is fixed on a tripod.

Fig. 4 Nose model printed by 3D printer

Figure 5 shows the robot approaching the nostril dur-
ing the procedure, and the nasal swab has not yet con-
tacted the nose. Figure 6 shows the robot performing
nasal swab sampling from the view of the camera, and
the robot successfully obtained the nasal swab.

Fig. 5 Robot approaching nostril

Fig. 6 Robot performing nasal swab sampling

Figure 7 shows the time consumption for processing
image frames, and the distance l is between the end
of the nasal swab and the center of the nose model.
As the distance increased, the time consumption also
increased, while the orientation remained consistent.
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Fig. 7 Time consumption of processing image frames
in total at different distances but with the same
orientations

Figure 8 shows the time consumption of the test
groups with different orientations but at the same dis-
tance. The time consumption is different when the ori-
entations change, as the robot requires time for the ad-
justment of the end-effector to approach the nose model
appropriately.
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Fig. 8 Time consumption of the test groups with different
orientations but at the same distance

Based on the existing experimental results, the use of
robot technology can avoid direct contact between med-
ical personnel and virus-infected or potentially infected
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people and can achieve the timely detection in an iso-
lated environment for the observed person. It can also
provide doctors with remote assistance for the diagno-
sis and treatment of infectious diseases combined with
artificial intelligence and can monitor the symptoms of
patients in real time. Furthermore, the results of the
experiment can provide a normal way of using robots
to complete manual work, not only to perform nasal
swab sampling but also any other hazardous work in a
normal human environment.

4 Conclusion

A hierarchical decision method for precise nasal swab
sampling is presented in this study. Forward kinematics
for the serial robot was formulated. A nasal swab sam-
pling experiment based on the proposed method was
conducted on a serial robot. The POE formula was used
to calculate the kinematic equations of the serial robot
in a compact manner, and the corresponding control
condition was efficient. A method of target location and
hand-eye coordination control for a robot vision sys-
tem with decision-making ability was proposed. This
method can solve the problem of reliable acquisition
of foreground region information, and enable the robot
system to effectively process dynamic data in disturbed
images. An accurate location of the sampling position
was achieved and the sampling task of obtaining nu-
cleic acid samples can be completed. This experiment
validated the effectiveness of the method presented in
this study.
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